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- Mark 7® and Mark 10® are registered trademarks of Advance Transformer Company. Tu-Wire®, Hi-lume®, and Eco-10® are registered trademarks of Lutron Electronics, Inc.

To learn more about Leviton or for further assistance in selecting the correct entertainment dimmer for your applications, call 800-736-6683.
Lighting Consoles

3000 Series
- (4) or (8) dimming control channels
- (4) or (8) independently controllable memories
- (2) or (3) independently controlled output faders

MC 9000 Series
- (4) or (8) independent control channels
- (2) or (3) independently controlled output faders
- User programmable memory groups and fade functions

MC 7000 Series
- (4) or (8) independent control channels
- (2) or (3) independently controlled output faders

MC 7000 Series
- (4) or (8) independent control channels
- (2) or (3) independently controlled output faders

1000 Series
- (4) or (8) independent control channels
- (2) or (3) independently controlled output faders
- (2) or (3) independently controlled output faders

Piccolo
- Four input/output modules with expanded capabilities
- (4) independent controlled devices
- Effects based moving lights control
- Rack depth plus attribute encoder

Advantage
- Dual independent auto crossfaders address discrete use lists
- Two inputs (12) simultaneous crossfaders may be enabled
- Supports up to (56) independently controlled devices
- (56) channels of independent light attributes
- 120V or 230V

Enlighten
- Multiple user to change fixtures graphically
- Different room or stage
- Directed focus control with virtual wheel controls
- Color-coded button groups, allowing for multiple fixture types on a single page
- How many button to any position on screen

Systems Management

DMX Optically Isolated Splitter/Repeater
- 1 Input (1) Output
- Optically isolated outputs
- Connectors on bottom terminals on rear

DMX Input Merger
- 2 Inputs (1) Output
- Merge to highest level takes precedence
- Connectors on bottom terminals on rear

NPC Series
- Interface between devices on different networks
- Models include NPC XR/NPC URI

NPC20 (2-Port NPC)
- Last eff ective DMX-over-Ethernet connectivity
- Programmable from Piccolo, Piccolo Scan or Ethernet
- Models available with both male or female XLR or one of each

IF501
- DMX/AMX / DMX/HPK conversion
- Interface between an AMX electronic controller and programming LunaNet™ stations
- A precision (20) line of 0/120 channels with 1/240 pulse and 512 pulse times from 1/120 seconds to
- 120 minutes, with a variable rate of 1000 pulses per second
- RS-232 port and optional remote control

Wireless DMX
- DMX wireless transmitters never disturb or are disturbed by other wireless equipment
- Indoor and outdoor transmitter/receiver modules available
- Synchronization and error correction

Satellite Dimmer Packs

D9415
- Micro DMX and DMX512 protocols
- Reoccurrence broadcast (no haze to change)
- User selectable channel speed and channel output level controls

D9415A
- Channel level output control
- 120V

DDS 5000
- Micro DMX and DMX512 protocols
- 14 individual dimmer channels
- User selectable for dimmer relay operation
- User selectable for soft start operation to increase lamp life
- 120V or 240V

DDS 6000
- Micro DMX and DMX512 protocols
- 14 individual dimmer channels
- (16) channel address capability (DMX or micro DMX)
- User selectable for dimmer relay operation
- User selectable for soft start operation to increase lamp life
- 120V or 240V

Rack Mount Dimmers

NRB 8000
- 8-channel programmable
- 100/240V single-phase power operation
- Dual SCR circuit design
- Microprocessor control
- 120V or 240V

DS Modular Dimmer
- Micro DMX and DMX512 protocols
- Fully modular design
- Dimmer and control modules are easily annunciated and independently removable from panel while chassis remains in rack
- (8) or (16) channel versions
- 120V& 240V, 4 per channel
- 120V or 240V

High Density Dimming

Series Dual/Series Quad
- All rack configuration data is stored in rack electronics
- Optional handheld terminal provides feedback
- Models available with 120V or 240V

Dimming Panels

240V CD
- 16 individual dimmer circuits
- 240V per channel, 16.20A maximum
- Connection cooling
- 120V or 240V

EQUIPMENT DISTRIBUTION

Skyhook
- Revolutionary hide-away retractable lighting support
- 1000 pounds load capacity
- High power and control configurations available

Distribution Equipment
- Connector strips
- Power pockets
- Utility pockets
- Rig boxes
- Utility junction boxes

Fixtures

LED LED Ellipsoidal Zoom
- Comes in three sizes, models covering an 8-55° field angle
- Two control temps:
- 2,000K
- 3,000K
- 6 shutters
- High quality light output

LED LED Fresnel Zoom
- 120V, 200V, 300V models, 10° 20° 25° 30° 50° field angles
- Up to 750W lamp
- Cosine (Flat) and peak focus with all recommended lamps and beam angles
- High quality light output

LED Fresnel
- Lightweight rugged aluminum construction
- High intensity spot with a smooth even field
- Models include 0° 120° or 0° 260°

Multi-Lens PAR
- (4) field angles with (1) fixture
- Black or white finishes available
- Some lamps available as LED and T5HO

Par Cans
- Models include Par 36, 56 and 64
- 10°, 15°, 20°, 25°, 30° and 50° field angles
- Corner (Flat) and peak focus with all recommended lamps and beam angles

Set Light
- Compact light producing asymmetrical patterns
- Black and chrome finishes available

Far Cyc
- Uniformly illuminates 4 vertical feet on 10-12 ft. centers
- 5K – 56 lamps available
- Models include (1), (2), (3) or (4) circuits

Systems Management

Entertainment Dimmers Selection Guide

Skyhook
- Revolutionizing Hide-Away Retractable Lighting Support
- 1000-Pound Load Capacity
- High Power and Control Configurations Available

Distribution Equipment
- Connector Strips
- Power Pockets
- Utility Pockets
- Rig Boxes
- Utility Junction Boxes

ENTERTAINMENT LIGHTING CONTROLS